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Abstract

The principle of locality applies at many levels of memory, and taking advantage of this locality improves performance in the hierarchy. Based on the same principle, cache is a small but very fast memory held near to the processor. So a block, multiple-words of memory, of recently used memory values was moved into it for this performance enhancement. In addition, to examine which address the block corresponds to, a tag is also included. Placement of this block in the cache is important and among such the most popular scheme is set associativity. The cache placement referred as n-way set associative if it has n blocks of sets. Absence of required copy of memory, a cache miss, needs to make a transfer from its lower level. Thus, the interface of the cache with its slave memory, a lower level memory, is also critical.

For customized embedded interfaces ARM has released a bus specification AMBA advanced extensible interface, AXI4. This interface is also a technology independent methodology helpful in the design, implementation and test of highly integrated modular interfacing. Features for faster sub-micron interconnect mainly include: only start address issued transactions, byte strobes for unaligned data transfers, dedicated control, address and data interfacing signals.

This work aims in developing such 2-way set associative cache of 32kB size with 64-bit lines. Data for cache, to be read or written, assumed to be given by the master and, read or written to a particular address location of slave using AMBA AXI protocol. In this work cache and slave are modeled in Verilog.
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1. Introduction
With the increase in technological advancements the performance of a processor is steadily increasing. Though similar advancements in memory storage technologies are available, but are still far behind with the performance rates compared to processors. Arrangement of entire memory with such comparable speeds escalates the design cost to a large amount. Also urge for higher bit-width computations is also on demand. This led to deployment of faster but small-scale memory onto the processor core along with the regular optimum speed mammoth-sized main memory [2][3].

This memory, called as Cache, is small but very fast and is held near to the processor. A piece of information in cache is accessed based on its location and this becomes the base for it to hold the data. Recently used bits or a chunk of required amount of bits for further operation are stored here. In addition, to examine which address these chunk of bits corresponds to, a portion of the actual address, known as tag, is also held in the cache. These tag bits are compared with the incoming address of the required content address, if success, known as hit, indicating availability of data with cache and so a faster transaction is made. Otherwise, known as miss, transfer of bits from the main memory is to be made leading to the additional cost of tag-compare time than the usual access time of main memory [4]. To reduce this additional delay or reducing the miss rates associativity of the cache memory can be used. However the higher associativity results in higher cost and large die-space [2], a proper choice is thus to be entertained as per the need.

Not just providing the additional piece of memory, the availability of better interface with the processor is also desired [1]. Considering this ARM has released a bus specification AMBA AXI4, AMBA advanced extensible interface. This interface is also a technology independent methodology helpful in the design, implementation and test of highly integrated modular interfacing. The work done in this paper follows with the introduction to set-associative cache, AMBA AXI, proposed work and its corresponding simulation results.

2. Set Associative Cache
Holding the same index and different tags, Set-associative mapping allows a limited number of blocks in the cache. This division of cache into parts is referred to as "sets" of blocks. The number of blocks in a set is known as the associativity or set size. Each block in each set has a stored tag which, together with the index, completes the identification of the block. A 2-way set-associative cache is illustrated in Figure 1.
3. **AMBA AXI Protocol**

This Advanced eXtensible Interface AXI is a technology independent methodology helpful in the design, implementation and test of highly integrated modular interfacing [7]. Features for faster sub-micron interconnect mainly include: only start address issued transactions, byte strobes for unaligned data transfers, dedicated control, address and data interfacing signals [6].

To achieve all these features AMBA makes use of 5 channels [9]. Each of these five independent channels consists of a set of information signals and uses a two-way **VALID** and **READY** handshake mechanism.

The information source uses the **VALID** signal to show when valid data or control information is available on the channel. The destination uses the **READY** signal to show when it can accept the data. Both the read data channel and the write data channel also include a **LAST** signal to indicate when the transfer of the final data item within a transaction takes place.

### 3.1 Read and write address channels

Read and write transactions each have their own address channel. The appropriate address channel carries all of the required address and control information for a transaction.
3.2 Read data channel
The read data information and any read response information is given by save to the master. The read data channel includes the data bus, which can be 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, or 1024 bits wide, the completion status indication of the read transaction.

3.3 Write data channel
The write data channel conveys the write data from the master to the slave and includes the data bus, which can be 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, or 1024 bits wide, indication for the corresponding byte of data bus byte lane strobe for every eight data bits. To perform operation without slave acknowledgement for prior write the write data channel information is always treated as buffered.

3.4 Write response channel
The write transactions response is provided for the slave using this channel. Instead of sending completion signal for every data transfer, signal after each burst is used.

4. Proposed Work
The cache memory that is to be designed under this project is a 32kB size two-way set-associative cache memory. The three portions of the cache address are shown below in Figure 9, namely Tag, Index and Byte Offset.

In this design, as of present day requirement, a 64-bit memory is to be considered, with the processor considered to be 32-bit. This requires accessing of 8 8-bit (Byte) memory locations for an address specified by the 32-bit address. In order to see the functionality of the cache, a slave memory is also designed to interface along with the cache.

The 32-bit address is split in the following way to have the organization of the cache memory:

- To locate one of the 8 Bytes of memory 3 memory bits are to be considered, namely B2-B0.
- And in order to address a 32KB memory a total of 4k locations are needed with each location capable of holding 8 Bytes. These 4k \((2^{10} \times 2^{12})\) locations need 12 bits to hold the value and so using B14-B3 of the address bits for that purpose.
- The remaining 17 bits i.e. B31-B15, along with a valid bit, act as tag lines for the memory locations.

Figure 9: The three portions of an address in the proposed cache.
5. Simulation
In order to see the functionality of this cache, a slave memory is also designed to interface along with the cache. This is interfaced to cache using the above mentioned AXI protocol. This work is done using Verilog [10] HDL language in Xilinux Plan Ahead software [11].

A. Simulation for a cache-miss
An input for the data addressed at a location 0057ea10h is accessed which is not residing in the cache. This makes the slave to be accessed which can be seen in corresponding signals like araddr, arlen, etc., are obtained accordingly as 0057ea00h, fh respectively.

![Simulation showing a cache-miss access.](image)

B. Simulation for a cache-hit
An input for the data addressed at a location 00578f60h is accessed which is already resided in the cache. This makes the slave not to be accessed which can be seen in corresponding signals like araddr, arlen, etc., are made 0’s.

![Simulation showing a hit access.](image)
6. Conclusion
This high speed data transfer interfacing helps in better way of transaction. Like reduction in completion signals by sending them at the end of the burst transfer instead of having after every byte. This design can be used to cater the needs of lower level of caches, L2 and subsequent levels having interface with the main memory. However this is achieved by an additional burden of few signals than regular interface signals.
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